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You can’t make these things up:
• The President announced that flags should be at “half-mast” through August 8 following
the recent mass murders. A former FBI assistant director, now an MSNBC contributor,
reported that would appeal to neo-Nazis and Adolf Hitler supporters. August 8 can be
written as 8/8. The 8th letter in the alphabet is H. Therefore, 8/8 = HH = Heil Hitler.
• Most advancements in human well-being have taken place in the short blip of human
history since the Industrial Revolution – something the capitalist free enterprise system
can be proud of. Yet, Representative AOC recently referred to capitalism as an
“irredeemable system.”
• A cop in Minnesota shouted: “He’s got a gun!......Stop, stop! Put your hands up! I will
(expletive) shoot you!” A critic stated: “…how might the outcome……have been different if
the officer……used language making his request and intention clear without the
expletives?” I guess the solution has been right in front of us the whole time.
• A poorly conducted news conference with Trump and Putin was described as equivalent
to the Cuban Missile Crisis, the 9/11 attack, and it “will live in infamy as much as the Pearl
Harbor attack or Kristallnacht.” (Jill Wine-Banks on MSNBC)
• Picture a street in San Francisco, crowded with homeless tents and littered with needles,
syringes, human feces, and the like. It doesn’t take much imagination to picture a city
council member walking down that street, dodging the tents and “debris” until eventually
ducking into City Hall to attend a vote outlawing plastic straws.
• A few years ago, Mount Holyoke College, an all-women’s school, canceled their
performances of the production “The Vagina Monologues.” Why? Because not all women
have vaginas, and it was therefore not adequately inclusive.
• “The most merciful thing that the large family does to one of its infant members is to kill
it.” So stated Margaret Sanger, the founder of Planned Parenthood. That was a long time
ago, but she did say it.
• During his most recent State of the Union address, President Trump stated: “We renew our
resolve that America will never be a socialist country.” And as we watched the reaction on
TV, there was House Speaker Nancy Pelosi refusing to applaud his comments.
• The ACLU blames “inaccurate stereotypes” for creating opposition to biological male
athletes competing in female athletics. According to them: “Equal participation in athletics
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for transgender people does not mean an end to women’s sports – “trans women” ARE
women.”
• It seems that Rev. Al Sharpton has become the moral compass of the Democrat Party.
Anyone over a certain age realizes how absurd and counter-intuitive that really is. He once
said, referring to black history: “We taught philosophy and astrology [sic] and mathematics
before Socrates and them Greek homos ever got around to it.”
• A quote from NARAL: “Women aren’t the only people who get pregnant or the only people
who need access to abortion.”
• Democrat New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo celebrated the passage of third trimester and fullterm abortion legislation a few months ago with a pink light show at One World Trade
Center? And soon thereafter, he applauded, with his signature, new legislation that makes
it a crime to surgically remove a cat’s claws. He described that procedure as cruel,
inhumane, and painful for the cat.
• On a similar note, U.S. Democrat Senators, Merkley, Booker, Peters, and Udall co-sponsored
“The Kitten Act of 2019.” This unsuccessful legislation was designed “to put an end to
animal testing using kittens.” Just a week before, these Senators voted against protecting
babies surviving late-term and full-term abortions.
• Tavistock Centre’s Gender Identity Development Service in England has an “experimental
treatment” for adolescents. Five clinicians have resigned “as a matter of conscience,”
because of their “alarm over the number of adolescents being prescribed body-altering
drugs” at Tavistock.
• Economist Stephen Moore reports that when he was consulting a surgeon regarding
possible shoulder surgery, he asked the surgeon how much it would cost. The surgeon
admitted that Moore was the first patient in his 20 years of experience to ask that question,
and that he didn’t know what it would cost. And we wonder why medical costs are out of
control.
Truth is stranger than fiction!
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